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� READ!!!

�Makes notes about your reading from class to 

make your review less time consuming

� Have study groups with your colleagues and 

Comprehensive exam

� Have study groups with your colleagues and 

discuss each question



� Write now!

� “Work continuously on it, in little bits over the first year.”

� “Presenting the prospectus before at as many places as 
possible within CEU was very useful”

� Research groups, ADC, prospectus seminar, your colleagues

� “talk to faculty of different methodological perspectives;  use 
any opportunity to present your ideas you can get; choose 

Prospectus defense

any opportunity to present your ideas you can get; choose 
supervisor wisely, absent stars are more risky than present 
assistant professors”

� “make sure professors see and appreciate your effort to build 
a good proposal - you have to persuade them not only that 
the proposal is ok, but also that you can write the thesis.”

� “balance [your] curiosity, with feasibility of execution and 
potential value added of the specific field for their career” ”



Supervision

� “Personality fit and working style is important – do you 
like tight deadlines, do you need to be pushed into 
things”

� Styles of supervision DO vary (how much direction, guidance, 
restrictions)

� Ask other supervisees about their experiences� Ask other supervisees about their experiences

� COMMUNICATE

� “Communicate feedback you get to your supervisor and ask 
his/her advice on the feedback you find serious”

� Supervisory panels

� “I got a signal from my supervisor that he was not so keen to 
have one person on the panel that I thought would have been 
an asset. I chose to take my supervisor's preference in that 
case, and it has worked out fine.”



Supervision (continued)

� Dealing with conflicts

� “there are negotiations at play in most respects… be open to 

all proposals but in the same time be explicit about your 

opinions and arguments.”

� “Do something impressive: publish in… a highly prestigious � “Do something impressive: publish in… a highly prestigious 

journal and you are very likely to have the conflict solved.”

� Changing the supervisor:

� “if you feel the supervision is not working well, and 

negotiations do not help, simply change your supervisor, do 

not wait too long.”



Conferences
� “the difficulty is rather how to choose between them due to 
both time and financial constraints”
� “the most useful are well targeted, well specified and focused 

workshops”

� “big professional conferences are relevant for understanding the 
profession/discipline and for getting to feel part of it, seeing others who 
work on similar topics in other universities, being part of the disciplinary 
debate. Smaller conferences are relevant because usually you get to 
know much better the participants and the feedback is many times 
debate. Smaller conferences are relevant because usually you get to 
know much better the participants and the feedback is many times 
more in depth.”

� ECPR Joint Sessions, Midwest Political Science Association (USA), APSA 
Annual meeting, International Studies Association, Council for European 
Studies 

� “a good motivator to get a paper done/written”

� Over-rated?
� “From an intellectual perspective, I find most conferences useless, but 

they can of course be useful for networking”



Getting and using feedback and making progress

� Find an engaging academic community (at CEU)

� JOIN OR CREATE A RESEARCH GROUP!!!

� Keep organized notes about feedback (from 

conferences, presentations, meetings with supervisor)conferences, presentations, meetings with supervisor)

� “Write. Write. Write. Write. Even if it does not make 

sense. Just keep writing. Only after you have written 

stupid or unnecessary things you know that they are 

stupid and unnecessary things and you can build on 

them.”



Time management

� What to do when YOU need to structure your schedule
� “I try to follow an 'office schedule' with some modifications. 
That means I generally work 8-15, plus approx one hour in the 
evening and some chunks of time at weekends if necessary.”

� “Find out the core times when my mind works the best and 
organize my day in the way that I keep these hours for organize my day in the way that I keep these hours for 
academic work”

� “The only thing that seems to work for me is to apply for a 
good conference and let the deadline rise the adrenalin and 
effort to finish something.”

� “I try to start working every day the same time and have 
concrete hours for working and concrete hours for leisure. In 
my case also doing sports regularly helps to keep my time 
organized and structured.”



Field work and data collection

� “don't waste time before the field work, once you have 
clarified your theoretical and analytical frameworks 
(don't expect them to be perfect) just go on with the 
field work.”

� “Spend most of the time for planning”� “Spend most of the time for planning”

� “[don’t] be shy in contacting people and sending them 
reminders”

� “only a few people wanted to meet with me and even 
those were not really supportive in terms of giving 
information that I needed”



Non-dissertation work

� To do it…
� Depending on the phase of your project, it can be helpful

� “I find it is vital to get teaching and research experience 
during your PhD if you want to stay in academia.”

� “I do not regret [doing some less academic work] thanks to 
the experience I got but it was certainly at the expense of my 
academic work.”academic work.”

� “The relevance of all these engagements is linked to your 
career goals. Decide early what you want to do, that will 
partially guide you in choosing what activities you should 
invest your time in.”

� “I think it is a good idea to keep an open eye to what ELSE is 
going on in political science, and, most of all, try not to 
specialize too much. Not putting all your eggs in one basket 
sounds like a cliché, but it is certainly helpful on the long 
run. ”



Non-dissertation work

� Or not to do it…

� “it is better to say no to a number of other possible parallel 

activities and focus on the dissertation”

� “It does slow down progress on the PhD” (repeated 10+ 

times!)times!)

� Finding the balance

� “It’s…about whether you allow yourself to get distracted 

from the dissertation writing.”

� What types of projects should allow you to do this?

� When should you say NO?



How to pay for your 4+ years of PhD?

� Sandwich semester

� “Plan WELL ahead – takes a long time to arrange it at the 
receiving side ”

� Research assistance positions

� Let faculty know that you are available and interested� Let faculty know that you are available and interested

� Work hard, good relationship with CEU faculty 

� Other grants, paid opportunities?

� ERASMUS, internships

� Teach

� Write-up grant



Dissertation write-up and submission

� “write up takes a lot of time.”

�More than you think!

� “important to write as much as possible before 

the ‘write up period’”

�Write papers that are chapters!

� You will not use everything that you write in the

final version. 

� Address every point raised by your supervisor

� Be sure they are thoroughly convinced that the 

project is defendable!



Defense and dissertation committee

� Think about committee members early on 

� use your sandwich semester to find or test your 

external

� Prepare presentation well and practice it � Prepare presentation well and practice it 

among friends

� Plan it as soon as possible after submission



Other advice

� “Being criticized (and providing criticism, feedback) is 
part of the academia – get used to it and don’t take it 
personally (took me a LONG time to learn this)”

� “[Suscribe] to periodicals, databases, blogs and other 
sources of information ”sources of information ”

� “Decide early what you want to do after [the PhD] and 
work on that! Otherwise you will waste a lot of time and 
you may not be able to do what is needed for what you 
want to do. ”

� Other suggestions and questions???


